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Acronym

Title
Adaptive response to radiofrequency fields: is
ADAPT
autophagy the key?
Amoebae-bacteria interactions in the environment:
AmiBactER
contribution to the dispersion of antibiotic resistance
Tools to characterise and monitor antibiotics and
ANTIBIO-TOOLS antimicrobial resistance in aquatic ecosystems
BiBES
Bt Bioinsecticides, Environment and Health
Characterisation of the effects of in utero exposure to
an analogue of BPA, BPAF, on female germ cell
BODY
development in humans and mice
Detection in the aquatic environment and impact on
living organisms of carbamazepine in a mixture with
CARBATOX
other substances
Exposure of the French population to radiofrequencies
Coriolis
due to mobile telephones
Impact of environmental exposure to cleaning and
disinfection products on the respiratory health of
CRESPINET
infants and very young children in day nurseries
Environmental and occupational determinants of
DEP-AsthmA
asthma control and severity in adults
EBBO
A noise exposure meter for open-plan offices
Assessment of the emissions associated with exposure
to flame retardants used in upholstered furniture and
EMIFLAMME
bedding
Ecotoxicological assessment of micro- and nanoEMPEC
plastics in inland waters
Psychoacoustic study of infrasounds and low-frequency
EolBF
noise from wind turbines
Estimate of the prevalence of lifelong exposure of the
French population to major occupational carcinogens:
an innovative method for calculating the share of
EPEVIE-PRO
cancers attributable to occupational exposure
Impact of perinatal exposure to a mixture of low
pesticide doses on metabolic homeostasis, intestinal
EPIdEMICMAC microbiota and neurovascular functions of offspring
Survey of practices and intervention logic in the area of
EPLA-LAV
vector control
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The final decision for financing these projects depends on the success of the agreement procedures
specific to each financer.

Community-based participatory environmental health
study (EPSEAL) comparing two towns in the Gulf of Fos
and a town outside this industrial area
Study of electromagnetic electrohypersensitivity in its
social and health context: comparing the sociology of
exclusion processes and clinical compendia to define
ES-SOCSAN
patient profiles
Acceptability of a protocol for RF exposure: assessment
ExpoComm
and communication
FIGé
Intermediate frequencies and genotoxic stress
Analysis of the effects of endocrine disruptors (EDs) on
the aggressiveness of hormone-sensitive tumour cells
IncuPE
using video imagery
Optimisation of the sludge treatment system to limit
MADsludge
the spread of antibiotics/antimicrobial resistance
Indoor air quality in medical-social and independent
médiQAI
facilities
Longitudinal follow-up of a cohort in an airport
environment: occupational exposure to atmospheric
NAnERO
nanoparticles and respiratory health
Impact of chronic exposure to radiofrequency-type
electromagnetic fields on the neurophysiological
NeuroPrem-RF development of premature newborns
OAK
Observatory for antibiotic resistance in karstic aquifers
Prediction of antibiotic resistance in anthropised
PANDORE
environmental areas
Role of environmental bacteriophages in the spread of
PHARG
antibiotic resistance genes
Contribution to the assessment of human exposure to
PhenoMenExpo bisphenol S: physiological and comparative approach
Occupational exposure to cleaning products; biological
PROBIOGEN
markers; and genes in asthma
Fine and ultrafine particles from the combustion of
petroleum fuels and second-generation biofuels:
comparative study of the physico-chemical and
PUFBIO
toxicological properties in vitro
Radiofrequency exposure, cognitive abilities and
quality of life: panel study among mobile telephone
SPUTNIC
users
Retinal impact of toxic interactions between pollutants
of public and occupational environments and the blue
TOXI-LED
light emitted by LED lighting, and feasibility study
TrEMIT
Transgenerational effects of MIT in aquatic ecosystems
Wi-DEVIN
Measurement of exposure to Wifi using DEVIN
Impact of co-exposure to pesticides and the Zika virus
during pregnancy on the child's neurological
ZIP
development
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